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11 Tips On Firefox and Chrome: Passwords, Sync Bookmarks, and More [2]

Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox are the most popular web browsers that are being used by
people across the world, since quite some time now. Both browsers come with amazing
features and hacks.
There are times when you want to use both the browsers and switch between them. Do you
think it is possible, considering the fact that we keep saving data in each of them separately?
Yes. It is. Once the data among the two browsers are synced, you can easily switch between
the two of them.
In this article, we will share some useful tips on Firefox and Chrome web browsers: Sync,
Bookmarks, Passwords and More.

Mozilla Open Design Blog: A glimpse of what?s to come. [3]

Today we?re presenting new brand marks for Firefox Monitor and Firefox Lockwise.
Lockwise? Yes, that?s the official name for the service we?d nicknamed ?Lockbox? during its
product development phase. The new icons are meant to signal the functions these apps
perform. Firefox Monitor, which helps you discover if your email address has been part of a
data breach and can alert you about further breaches, is represented by a magnifying glass.
Firefox Lockwise, which provides an easy way to store your Firefox passwords and protect
your data, suggests both a lock and a profile. The marks reinforce that all of our Firefox
products and services help you keep your personal life private.

Mozilla Addons Blog: Friend of Add-ons: Martin Giger [4]

Our newest Friend of Add-ons is Martin Giger! Martin is a leader and member of the Mozilla
Switzerland community, an extension developer, and a frequent contributor to Mozilla?s
community forums, where he helps people find answers to their questions about extension
development. If you have ever visited our forums or joined one of our channels on IRC,
there?s a good chance you?ve seen Martin kindly and patiently helping people resolve their
issues. (He has also written a great blog post about how to effectively ask for help when you
get stuck on a problem.)
Martin began contributing to Mozilla in the early 2010s when he began localizing a
Thunderbird extension into German and building his first Firefox extension. He also became
involved with the Nightingle Media Player project, an open-source audio player and web
browser based on the Mozilla XULRunner.
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